ONCE AGAIN…
As another Alberta skydiving
season comes to an end, I find
myself reflecting on this past
season. The jumps I did, the
people I met, the places I
visited… everything that makes
up a “typical” skydiving season
for me.
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This season was extra special
for me, as I got to attend my
first Nationals (I know, I know…
BEER!) Not only to visit and
cheer - but as a competitor!
Flying camera for De-Evolution,
a four-way team. I would say
that was most certainly the
highlight of my season.
Learning a new discipline, and
everything that comes with that
- the challenges, the
(sometimes small) victories (hey,
I’ll take it - no matter how small
the victory!) and pushing myself
to new limits, both physically
and mentally. I am grateful for
the opportunity I was provided,
and can’t wait until next season
to continue to grow and expand
my skills as a videographer.
As the days get colder and
shorter, I know that many of us
turn our thoughts to winter

skydiving travel - where will we
go? Who will we see?
If you are headed south this
winter (or anywhere warm!) have
a great time. Meet new friends,
do new things, and have grand
adventures. And don’t forget
your travel insurance!! I want to
live vicariously through each
and every one of you.
That being said - I can’t do that
if you don’t share your
experiences with me! Send me
your pictures and stories - and I
will make sure that every one
gets published in the winter
and/or spring editions of the
ASPA newsletter.
If you are travelling for skydiving
(or really, travelling at all out of
Country), please also make sure
to research your travel
insurance needs. I cannot stress
enough how important this is - if
you don’t know how, contact
me, and I can help.
Have a great winter everyone stay safe, have fun, and be
awesome!
Izzy
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FLIGHT
MASTERS
101 BASIC
CANOPY
PILOTING
COURSE
EDEN NORTH
MAY 23, 2015

Saturday morning turned out to be one of those great spring days, with
warm, blue skies and light and variable winds. Twelve enthusiasts
joined us for our first course of the year.
The course consisted of a pre-jump seminar followed by five jumps,
each of which were videoed and debriefed. It was a very full day with
an excellent cast of characters. We were challenged with some very
interesting wind conditions throughout the day with 180 degree wind
shifts, turbulence and very inconsistent wind speeds.
During the seminar we covered the basics of canopy flight as well as
some information on the difference in specific canopies and, more
importantly, the canopies that each jumper was using. As the day
progressed, we tried some more advanced skills at higher altitudes, to
bring some awareness of the tools that could be used to manage a
canopy’s performance. The bottom 1000 feet was focused on the
pattern, and how to adjust it to develop predictable and consistent
approaches and landings.
The first jump was used to observe each candidate’s general skill level
and define more clearly what we could focus on to help them improve
their overall performance as canopy pilots.
Each jump we added an exercise for the higher altitudes and then tried
to define what would help each person improve their approach and
landing.

The camp was very successful with a high level of improvement in landings as well as each individual’s capability of
dealing with varied wind conditions. It was a pleasure working with people truly interested in getting the most out of
each and every skydive. Looking forward to working with each of you in the future.
Thanks to ASPA for sponsoring and making this event possible.

Skydivers are
people who
enjoy falling
down. ~Allen
Roulston

Canada Day Flag Jump over Eden North
Photo: Curtis Prime
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AIRSPEED’S CHRIS FARINA
HOSTS 4-WAY FS CAMP AT
EDMONTON SKYDIVE
Arizona Airspeed’s Chris Farina put on a 4-way FS Camp at Edmonton
Skydive in mid-June.
Thirteen Alberta skydivers, ranging in experience from 50 jumps to more
than 4000 jumps, participated in the camp.

You know
you’re a
skydiver when
your friends
look at the sky
and say, "look
at all those
clouds," and
you say, "look
at all those
holes!"
~Author
Unknown

The intent was to improve 4-way FS skills of intermediate and beginner
flyers, as opposed to high level teams (although it was open to everyone).
Thus, the camp targeted both teams and individuals, giving all Alberta
jumpers an opportunity to participate even if they did not have a team.
Each day, Chris briefed the teams on 4-way FS basics and provided
coaching and feedback while creeping and debriefing the jumps.
Edmonton Skydive would like to thank ASPA for their continued support to
the development of sport skydivers in Alberta.

Flight-1 Course Candidates
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Sugar & Spice…
the Sequel
July long weekend saw skydivers from all over the
province, Saskatchewan, BC, and even Arizona
converge on Skydive Eden North for the second annual
Sugar & Spice Boogie. This weekend is dedicated to
the ladies of skydiving, and what a weekend it was!
The weather did not cooperate with us the entire
weekend, and Mother Nature brought us high winds
and a bit of rain. But despite that, everyone jumped as
much as they could whenever they could, and when
they couldn’t, they found other fun things to do!
Load organizers for the weekend were Kat B and Codie
Moﬀet. Kat had all the freeflyers flyin’ free all weekend
long, and taught a few of us the finer points of the
Hybrid (one of my favourite kinds of skydives!!).
Photo: Curtis Prime

dives for novice jumpers to more complicated ones for
the more experienced jumpers.
In what is becoming a Sugar and Spice tradition,
Brittany also came out to lead a yoga class in the
packing tent. Everyone bent and stretched to their
heart’s content while we waited for the wind to die
down.
Saturday night was the first ever Eden Impaired-Olympic
games. Teams formed to compete for prizes and
bragging rights (not to mention the beer was free… that
always ups the participation ratio!) and teams navigated
the various “games” like pros. I know I haven't laughed
like that in a long time!
All in all, I would call the Sequel to be as much of a
success as the first boogie, despite the weather.
Perhaps we may even do it again next year…

Codie held an angle flying seminar in the John Scott
Moose Lounge on the Saturday. He discussed the finer
points of learning to angle fly, and safety. Everyone
learned a lot about angle flying that day!

Izzy

Photo: Curtis Prime

We also had some FS organizers for those of us who
like to fly on our bellies. Phil and George kept the belly
fliers busy all weekend, with everything from simple
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Wingsuiters boarding during the
Wingsuit Camp at Eden North
Photo: John R. Smith

ALBERTA
WINGSUIT
CAMPS
The first two weekends of July were
all about wingsuiting at Skydive
Eden North. With support from
ASPA we were able to run two
camps.

FLIGHT-1 RETURNS
TO ALBERTA
By Kelsey Fry of Flightline

For the third consecutive year, Flight-1 canopy courses were held in Alberta. Multiple-time
world champion Jay Moledski provided canopy coaching to pilots of all levels at Skydive
Big Sky and Edmonton Skydive. This was the biggest year so far, with a total of 75 slots
filled.
Feedback was positive as always, with skydivers of all levels learning lots and gaining
confidence and skill.
“I can't believe how much I learned. This course was a huge benefit to
my skydiving” – Scott Rumble
“It should be mandatory for everyone to take this course”
– Luke Redmond
Thanks to the support from ASPA, these canopy courses were made much more
affordable to the participants. We hope to continue to bring Flight-1 to Alberta in future
years, helping our friends to become better canopy pilots and safer skydivers. We feel
that by continuing to expand this program, we can make the sky a safer place for all
jumpers, regardless of discipline.
For those that may be interested in further training over the winter, Flightline will be
planning a trip to Florida for more Flight-1 coaching and group training days. Follow the
Flightline Facebook page to stay updated on future courses and events.

The first camp was a weekend
dedicated to Acrobatics. Eight
wingsuiters had the chance to
share two PhoenixFly coaches for
one-one coach jumps and drill dives
with other participants. A lot was
learnt by everyone with the coaches
working to the different experience
levels. Many took opportunity to
work on some backflying and belly
to back/back to belly transitions
while others were learning to
master barrel rolls and some
different two way exits. A really fun
weekend was capped off with a
couple of ten way flocks.
The second camp was all about
performance flying. For the second
year we ran a wingsuit performance
competition, this year with ASPA’s
help we were able to bring US
wingsuit team captain Scott
Callantine up from Seattle for two
days prior to the competition and
run a camp where participants (12
in total) would learn not just how to
fly their suits but also how the
competitions are run and the
different strategies for the different
tasks. Michael Cooper, the owner
and inventor of Flysight, came up
from Calgary for the camp,
competed, judged the competition
and made sure everybody left with
their Flysights updated, all their
questions answered, and a
comprehensive understanding of
how to use the device to it’s full
capabilities.
Competitive Wingsuiting in Canada
took major steps forward this
summer, with the first events being
held at the National level. I thank
ASPA and the Alberta dropzones for
their support and look forward to
doing it again next year!
Blair Egan
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Liz, Trina, Laura, Tina and Vaz get ready to do one of many
Onesie Skydives that happened at Eden North on Onesie
Weekend
Photo: Kevin Webster

Only skydivers
know why the
birds sing.
They never
have to pack a
parachute.
~Author
Unknown

MILESTONE JUMPS & DZ FUN
I’ve never been
skydiving, but I
have zoomed
in on Google
Earth really
fast. ~Author
Unknown

Shane Lystang does a cross-country with a few of his friends for his 1000th jump.
Photo: Tina Connolly
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INTERMEDIATE
4-WAY CAMP

SKYDIVE BIG SKY
By Malcolm Gareau
A 4-way basic to intermediate
camp was held at Big Sky on
August 22 and 23. The course
was facilitated by Malcolm
Gareau.
The weather turned out great
after the “wonderful” rain and
snow that occurred all day
Friday. Jumpers that attended
the course ranged in experience
from 120 to 1900 jumps.
Positive feedback has been
received and appreciated.
Thanks to Big Sky for hosting
this event and thanks to ASPA
for the financial support!

Skydive Big Sky
403-505-5867
info@skydivebigsky.ca
www.skydivebigsky.ca

Eden North
780-489-9000
info@edennorth.com
www.edennorth.com

Alberta Skydivers

Edmonton Skydive Centre

403-947-3904
dz@albertaskydivers.com

780-884-5867
www.edmontonskydive.com

ASPA gratefully acknowledges its partnership with:
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